Combined Degrees

**Applied Psychology and Human Relations, BA / Mental Health Counseling, MS (Pleasantville campus)**
This program provides practical training in counseling and clinical psychology. It fulfills the prerequisites for certification as a licensed mental health professional in the state of New York in the areas of general psychology, substance abuse, and grief counseling.

**Biology, BS / Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, MS (New York City campus)**
This combined degree prepares students with professional training required in the pharmaceutical, biotech, biochemistry, and molecular biology fields, while also providing them with a broad, general background in biology.

**Business Economics, BS / Applied Quantitative Economic Analysis and Policy, MS (New York City campus and online)**
This STEM-designated combined degree program equips students with the knowledge of economics, finance, and business management and provides advanced training in data analytics and economic policy analysis.

**Communication and Media Studies, BA (New York City campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)**
This combined degree program prepares students with a strong foundation in the principles of communications as well as the hands-on learning in state-of-the-art facilities needed to succeed in the news industry, public relations, documentary filmmaking, social media management, production, and advertising.

**Communications, BA (Pleasantville campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)**
This combined degree program prepares students with a strong foundation in the principles of communications as well as the hands-on learning in state-of-the-art facilities needed to succeed in the news industry, public relations, documentary filmmaking, social media management, production, and advertising.

**Digital Cinema and Filmmaking, BS (Pleasantville campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)**
This combined degree program prepares students with a strong foundation in the principles of communications as well as the hands-on learning in state-of-the-art facilities needed to succeed in the news industry, public relations, documentary filmmaking, social media management, production, and advertising.

**Digital Journalism, BS (Pleasantville campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)**
This combined degree program prepares students with a strong foundation in the principles of communications as well as the hands-on learning in state-of-the-art facilities needed to succeed in the news industry, public relations, documentary filmmaking, social media management, production, and advertising.

**Economics, BA / Applied Quantitative Economic Analysis and Policy, MS (New York City campus and online)**
This STEM-designated combined degree program provides advanced training in applied economics, with special emphases on quantitative skills, data analytics and economic policy analysis.

**Economics, BA / Public Administration, MPA (New York City campus, White Plains campus, and online)**
This combined degree program prepares students with the tools necessary to interpret and predict business, political science and legal trends through current events and issues in our competitive global marketplace.

**Environmental Studies, BA / Public Administration, MPA (New York City campus, White Plains campus, and online)**
This combined program focuses on global issues such as population, poverty, biodiversity, and resource use with the goal of equipping the student with the knowledge and skills needed to help find solutions through legislation and policy change, and work in healthcare and nonprofit management.

**History, BA / Public Administration, MPA (New York City campus, White Plains campus, and online)**
This combined degree gives students the ability to think and communicate clearly, interpret evidence, and confront complex issues facing society today while analyzing our past, creating a strong foundation and knowledge of policy and legislative issues focusing on government theory, nonprofit and healthcare management.

**Political Science, BA / Public Administration, MPA (New York City campus, White Plains campus, and online)**
This combined degree provides the politically-minded student a strong foundation and knowledge of policy and legislative issues affecting our lives today and in the future by focusing on government theory, nonprofit, and healthcare management.

*For accelerated bachelor’s to master’s degrees, students must qualify for programs upon graduate application process. Timelines vary per degree, but many may be completed in as little as five years.*
Combined Degrees (continued)

Psychology, BA / Psychology, MA (New York City campus)
This program offers students majoring in psychology a clear path to obtaining a master’s degree with a strong practical foundation in the field of psychology in a wide variety of topics.

Psychology, BA / Mental Health Counseling, MS (Pleasantville campus)
This program provides solid scientific background in the study of human nature as well as its application to human relationships in the areas of general counseling, substance abuse and grief, and fulfills the prerequisites for certification as a licensed mental health professional in the state of New York in the areas of general psychology, substance abuse and grief counseling.

Public Relations, BS (Pleasantville campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)
This combined degree program prepares students with a strong foundation in the principles of communications as well as the hands-on learning in state-of-the-art facilities needed to succeed in the news industry, public relations, documentary filmmaking, social media management, production, and advertising.

Women's and Gender Studies, BA (New York City campus) / Public Administration, MPA (New York City campus, White Plains campus, and online)
The five-year combined degree program offered by Women's and Gender Studies and Public Administration prepares students for social justice careers in nonprofit organizations and government.

Writing and Rhetoric, BA (Pleasantville campus) / Communications and Digital Media, MA (online only)
This combined degree program provides students with a robust interdisciplinary experience, where they will gain conceptual knowledge and practical skills to prepare for a broad range of careers, including press agent, communications director, editor, producer, and journalist.

Sequential Degrees (4+1)

Criminal Justice, BS / Homeland Security, MA (online only)
This combined degree program will enable students to grasp not only the essence of the criminal justice system, but offer insight on how to secure our country and communities. It will provide students with the ability to succeed in all levels of government, from a police officer, up through the multitude of law enforcement agencies at the state and federal level.

English Language and Literature, BA / Publishing, MS (New York City campus and online)
This program prepares students for careers in publishing, public relations, human resources and education. Hands-on training in publishing includes digital publishing, new business development, marketing strategy, and book and magazine production.

Modern Languages and Cultures (Spanish), BA (New York City campus) / Publishing, MS (New York City campus and online)
This program provides hands-on training in Spanish-language publishing including digital publishing, new business development, marketing strategy, and book and magazine production.

Writing and Rhetoric, BA (Pleasantville campus) / Publishing, MS (New York City campus and online)
This program provides students with a robust interdisciplinary experience, through which they will gain conceptual knowledge and practice writing and editing skills to prepare for careers in the dynamic publishing and media industries.

* For accelerated bachelor’s to master’s degrees, students must qualify for programs upon graduate application process. Timelines vary per degree, but many may be completed in as little as five years.
Combined and Sequential Degrees

Earn a bachelor’s and advanced degree in less time than earning each separately.*

Combined Juris Doctor Degrees with Elisabeth Haub School of Law (3+3)

- Biology, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Communications, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Criminal Justice, BS / Juris Doctor in Law
- Environmental Studies, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- History, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Philosophy and Religious Studies, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Political Science, BA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Public Administration, MPA / Juris Doctor in Law
- Writing and Rhetoric, BA / Juris Doctor in Law

Combined Degrees with School of Education (5-year programs)

- Public Administration, MPA / Educational Leadership-School District Business Leader, MsEd
- Biology, BA / MST**
- Biochemistry, BS (NYC) / MST**
- Chemistry, BS (NYC) / MST**
- English Language and Literature, BA (NYC) / MST**
- History, BA / MST**
- Mathematics, BA / MST**
- Mathematics, BS / MST**
- Psychology, BA / Early Childhood, MST
- Psychology, BA / Early Childhood and Special Education, MST
- Spanish, BA (NYC) / MST**
- Writing and Rhetoric, BA (PLV) / MST**

Pre-Health Joint Degree Programs***

- Occupational Therapy, MS (Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons)
- Optometry, DO (State University of New York [SUNY] College of Optometry)
- Podiatry, DPM (New York College of Podiatric Medicine)
- Pharmacy, PharmD (Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences)

Other Joint Degree Programs

- (all), BA / Social Work, MSW at Yeshiva University

* For accelerated bachelor’s to master’s degrees, students must qualify for programs upon graduate application process. Timelines vary per degree, but many may be completed in as little as five years. In the case of the Applied Psychology and Human Relations, BA / Mental Health Counseling, MS (Pleasantville campus) and Psychology, BA / Mental Health Counseling, MS (Pleasantville campus) programs, students can gain a full semester of tuition by taking 12 credits of graduate classes during their undergraduate studies and apply them to their master’s degree.

** Adolescent education (single certification, 30 credits) or Adolescent Education and Special Education (dual certification, 39 credits).

*** Students generally follow the standard BS in Biology curriculum for the Pre-Health Joint Degree Programs; however, some programs require coursework at Pace that is in addition to the regular BS degree program.

For more information, contact your Dyson Advising Office:

New York City: (212) 346-1518
Pleasantville: (914) 773-3781

www.pace.edu.dyson
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